2015 Massachusetts Truck Pullers Association General Rules
(Apply to all MA.T.P.A. members)
1. By signing the vehicle entry form the vehicle owner/driver and crew members agree to release and wave
the MA.T.P.A. and members from any liability relating to the rules contained in MA.T.P.A. rule book and
any incident at event.
2. By signing the vehicle entry form you and all crew members agree to abide by all of the MA.T.P.A. rules.
3. The MA.T.P.A. rule book is effective from the date of the publication regardless of when competitor
receives actual rules.
4. The MA.T.P.A. rules are applicable to all MA.T.P.A. events.
5. Your membership card is property of the MA.T.P.A. and may be revoked at any time deemed necessary
for misconduct.
6. Each vehicle may only be entered by one driver per class.
7. All competitors must have registered their vehicle at least 1 hour before show start time. If you are going
to be late because of an emergency call one of the board members or send a crew member to notify person at
sign-up booth. The person working the booth will pull your lineup number. Anybody that has not signed up 1
hour prior to start time will not be able to pull at the event and will not receive any points or prize money.
8. 4 Wheel Modified and 2 Wheel Modified classes will follow rules for their class set in the NTPA rule
book.
9. Flags…… When you hook up to the transfer sled you must wait to see the start flagger wave the green
flag to start your pull. After you start, if you see a red flag AT ANY TIME during your pull YOU MUST
STOP AS QUICKLY AND SAFELY AS POSSIBLE! It is for your safety and the safety of others around
the track. If a red flag is shown inappropriately, the board will discuss how to handle the situation (usually
allowing an immediate re-pull or a re-pull at the end of the class).
10. Transfer Sled……… It is at the discretion of the sled operator to apply the brakes on the sled at any
time deemed unsafe while under the green flag. If the sled brakes are applied under the green flag the head
track official is to be notified by the sled operator and make a decision on what to do. If a sled is reset during
a class or has a mechanical failure and settings need to be changed, all competitors in the class who have
already hooked, will need to re-hook to earn an official measurement. If a sled malfunctions during a class
and cannot be fixed, ALL competitors of the class will receive equal points (usually 15), and equal payout
(usually reimbursement of hook fees).
11. Test Puller……….. Test puller is the first puller in the class, and/or the first competitor after any
changes are made to the transfer sled. If you are the test puller: After your pull, you must inform the end
flagman IMMEDIATELY (BEFORE DRIVING OFF THE TRACK) which of the following options you
choose:

If the sled is set:
A. Keep the pull (the pull distance will be officially recorded, unless a subsequent sled change is made)
B. Re-pull immediately
C. Drop back and pull in the 6th position
D. Drop back and pull in the last position
If the sled is re-set:
A. Re-pull immediately
B. Drop back and pull in the 6th position
C. Drop back and pull in the last position
12. Official Pull………The 100 foot mark is an official pull. If on the initial pull a clear attempt is made to
stop before the 100 foot mark, you may re-pull immediately. If you do not make a clear attempt to stop
before 100 foot, you experience a mechanical failure that cannot be immediately corrected, or is a
subsequent attempt, your pulling distance will be recorded as is.
13. Full Pulls……… If there is more than one vehicle with a full pull (non-floating finish) the winner will
be determined by a pull-off with a floating finish line, unless bad weather, time restriction, or sled
malfunction prevents it.
14. Out of Bounds Line………. If any wheel of the pulling vehicle goes over the white line you will be
disqualified (some discretion may be used for lines that are not straight and/or hard to see). Physically
hitting a boundary marker with the pulling vehicle or sled (mudflaps on the sled are an exception) will be
grounds for disqualification. At pulls where grass denotes a boundary (ie. no white line) prior to the 300 foot
mark, if a pulling vehicle tire comes in contact with the grass it will also be grounds for disqualification.
15. End of Track Barrier….. During pulls with a floating finish, if an operator of a pulling vehicle has to
slow down or stop in order to not hit a barrier at the end of the track, one of the following options (decided
by the present board members) will be chosen:
A. Reset the sled. All previous pullers in the class will need to re-pull to receive a valid measurement.
B. Keep the sled at its existing setting. If no other vehicles in the class have to slow down or stop due to the
barrier, the vehicle that had to slow down or stop will be considered the winner. If any other vehicles have to
slow down or stop, all operators who slowed down or stopped (with valid reason) will discuss whether to repull at a heavier sled setting to decide the winner, or they can decide to split points/prizes (if two operator
slow down they will split 1st and 2nd place points/prizes, if three operators have to slow down they will split
1st, 2nd, 3rd place point/prizes, and so on). If they are unable to come to an agreement as to which course to
take, the board will decide which course of action will be taken.
16. Protesting a Truck……… Any MA.T.P.A. Member may protest any vehicle in his/her class if they
believe the vehicle is not within the MA.T.P.A. Rules. When this happens the protester must discuss the
vehicle in question and the problem with either the Executive Board or Head Tech Official. If the protest
concerns engine internals and needs to be torn down to verify, the protestor must give the MA.T.P.A. a
$500.00 protest fee. At this point the MA.T.P.A. Official will discuss with the owner of the vehicle in
question if he/she will tear-down the truck for inspection or if he/she will refuse. If tear-down is refused or
vehicle is found not be to specifications of MA.T.P.A. Rules, the vehicle will lose all points and prize money
for that event and protestor will get the $500.00 fee returned. If they agree to teardown, the owner and
official will discuss time and place of tear-down and inspection. Upon inspection if the vehicle is found to be
legal, the owner will receive $500.00 fee.

17. If your vehicle will not run or you have to leave pull due to an emergency you may get your entry fee
back. You will not get any points or prize money for the event.
18. NO ALCOHOL IS ALLOWED IN PIT AREA!
19. Causes for Disqualification:
(Vehicle will lose all points and prize money for event for any of the following)
A. Vehicle loses ballast weight.
B. Vehicle loses safety equipment or safety equipment malfunctions.
C. Going over the out of bounds line while pulling.
D. Any competitor or any of his/her crew who exhibits unprofessional and/or unsportsmanlike conduct
including abusive language and/or physical action toward an event official or fellow competitor.
E. Unsafe conduct will be cause for disqualification.
**Violator may be asked to leave event**
B. 20. MA.T.P.A. Executive Board and Tech Officials:
A. Have the right to search an entire pull vehicle at any time at any event.
B. Have the right to do an on the spot inspection of any pull vehicle at any time at any event.
C. Have the right to disqualify pull vehicle and/or person for cheating or having improper equipment.
D. The decision of the Executive Board and/or Track Official shall be final.
21. Pulling vehicle competing in multiple classes:
A. Vehicle must meet all rules (especially safety) for each class it competes in regardless if changes are made
to the pull vehicle or not.
B. Vehicle must re-tech prior to each class.

Thank You For Pulling With The MA.T.P.A!

For information on the process and procedures to change class or general rules, see the next page.

Formal process to change rules for a particular class:
If a member and/or members of a class want to change (add, subtract, or alter existing) a rule(s) for a particular class. The rule(s)
in question should be announced to the entire class (those who pulled in that class the prior year). Initial discussion can be had
at a club meeting but due to time, lengthy discussion will be tabled and the class will need to discuss separately. A separate class
meeting will be scheduled prior to a monthly meeting (assuming the location is not booked), or if agreed upon can be held at
another location/time. The board members are responsible for notifying class members (if not present at a meeting) of any rules
meetings or proposed rule changes. The information provided on the registration sheets will be used to do due diligence in
contacting class members (phone number, email, etc).
If a rule is put to a vote, the entire class (assuming due diligence) is required to vote or officially abstain. The club secretary will
record each member’s vote in person or via registered (from the puller registration form) email/text (NO phone votes will be
accepted so as to have a “paper trail” if disputed). If the majority of the class members favor a rule change, the new rule is
formally documented and brought forth to the club. The proposed rule changes would be presented to the club via the club’s
website (and Facebook profile if deemed appropriate) as well as emailed to those who provide an email address, for ALL
members to see along with a date assigned as to when the rule will be voted on. At the assigned meeting, the rules would be
voted on by those club members in attendance (with special circumstances being considered for absentees by Board approval)
and only passed by a majority vote.
The intent: Only members of a class can ask for a rule change (no reason for non-class members to request changes).
By requiring ALL (with due diligence) members of a class to vote or officially abstain, full representation is observed (pullers
cannot be accused of “sneaking a vote” on a poorly attended meeting or claim they were unaware).
By requiring ALL rules pass by the club, it prevents a class from going outside the scope of the MATPA. For example if street legal
gas trucks voted in 600CID limit and alcohol injection. Allowing those rules would not be in the best interest of the MATPA.
Formal process to change general club rules:
If a voting member wants to change (add, subtract, or alter existing) a general rule(s). The proposed changes should be
announced to the entire club and discussed. If put to a vote, the proposed rule changes would be presented to the club via the
club’s website (and Facebook profile if deemed appropriate) as well as emailed to those who provide an email address, for ALL
members to see along with a date assigned as to when the rule will be voted on. At the assigned meeting, the rules would be
voted on by those club members in attendance and only passed by a majority vote.
The intent: By requiring a one meeting grace period before voting it gives members the right to evaluate a change as well as
alleviate fears of “sneaking a vote” on a poorly attended meeting.
Those allowed to vote:
Any registered pulling vehicle owner (taken from previous year), current Board members, current Secretaries, current Treasurers,
current Safety officers, current Technical Inspectors, and anyone else the board unanimously decides should have a vote. Each
person can only vote once on a particular issue. For example: Even if a person is a registered owner of 2 different pulling
vehicles in 3 different classes and is also a board member, he/she is only allowed one vote per issue.
There has to be some sort of line drawn for who can/cannot vote. Those who registered pulling vehicles (the prior year) with the
club, as well as those that volunteer for club officers will have an automatic vote. Others who don’t meet either of those criteria
but contribute consistently to the club (such as those who volunteer consistently to work on the track, volunteer consistently for
setup/cleanup, volunteer to help working on/moving the sled, consistently attend fair meetings, etc.) can petition the Board to
be allowed to vote. Just driving/working on someone else’s pull vehicle or being a family member does not give you a voting
right. If said person is a consistent contributor though, then they are welcome to petition the Board for voting rights. All
members given voting rights by the majority vote of the Board will be recorded by the secretaries for that year. Voting rights
cannot be bought.

